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Top Developers

As the update comes from the prestigious
business review platform, Clutch, CIS is
ranked among Top Developers in India of
2019. 

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA, UNITED
STATES, May 7, 2019 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- 2 May 2019.
Leading with its mission to empower
businesses and agencies as a one-stop
technology partner, CIS attains itself a
recognised position in the list of Top
Developers in India as of 2019, by
Clutch. Clutch, as we know is one of the
most esteemed business review
platform that reveals monthly and
yearly rankings of various top
businesses in their respective fields. 

The review platform carries out a strict
and extensive analysis while ranking
businesses and considers a long list of
factors, some of which include the
popularity and brand positioning of a
business, the trust badges it has
gained, its solution building expertise
based on previous projects, detailed
client feedbacks, years of experience it
has in the relevant field, its expertise in
the considered field, the
recommendations and reviews earned
by a business as an employer, its list of
projects and portfolio, its client
retention and client delight percentage,
etc.

Cyber Infrastructure or CIS is a
peerless software, mobile and web
development services company that is
bestowed with some of the best web
developers, mobile developers,
strategists, web & app designers and
quality analysts in the field. The
company has been in the field for over
16 years now and has been helping clients from across 100 countries in bringing their web and
app ideas to life with custom solution building approaches.
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In its long tenure the company has earned itself a long list of prominent achievements and this
would add the latest accomplishment in their list. This is not the first time CIS has been reviewed
or recognised by Clutch, but the company has been consistently recognised in various top
categories on the business review platform. Some of the categories in which CIS has been
previously recognised by Clutch are – top web development service providers in the US, top
custom software development in the US, top 10 outsourcing partners in India, top 10 mobile app
development companies in the world, etc. 

As we ask an authority for his take on this achievement, he says “Another notable achievement
added to our long array of accomplishments! This surely makes each member of the CIS family
happy and proud to be a part of this prestigious organisation. And I would first like to appreciate
our team of web, mobile, software, and other developers who have actually made it possible for
us as a company to rise with this confident and consistency. 

CIS today, isn’t just restricted to a single solution, but has grown into a one-stop solution
delivering end-to-end IT solutions that include - web development services, mobile application
development solutions, website design and theme development, Microsoft application
development, enterprise mobility solutions, SAP solutions, open source app development, cloud
computing services, Java application development, Oracle-based app development solutions, Big
Data integration solutions, digital assets development, CAD/CAM architectural solutions, testing
automation services, digital marketing solutions, cloud technology solutions, , ITeS, etc. And this
is all made possible by our wide team of highly-skilled IT professionals.”

As he appreciates the development team at CIS, he says, “Being in the business for more than 16
years now, we are a brand and this doesn’t just bring us a strong recognition in the market but
also brings us a responsibility to uphold our reputation as a credible service provider. Here is
where our team of dedicated professionals readily support us by leaving no stone unturned to
deliver our clients with the best of solutions that doesn’t just meet their requirements but also
help them draw the desired returns from the investments. 

Going forward, this accomplishment surely motivates us as a team to consistently achieve the
number 1 ranking in the top app developers category across various locations and universally.
This update from Clutch also tells us about how our clients feel about us as a service provider
and how delighted are they with the solutions we have offered them. And the recognition tells us
that we are doing a great job, that we need to continue along with focussing on progressive
growth. The update was happily shared in all our internal communication channels and has
surely lit a spark in the eyes of every member at CIS family. This update also gives us an
opportunity to conduct a reward and recognition program through which we could appreciate all
those members who have directly or indirectly helped us achieve this recognition.”

That all for now, keep updated with the latest news in the IT business sector here.  

About The Company:  

CIS, Cyber Infrastructure is a trusted IT consulting and solution building company having
itsofficies based in the USA, UK and India. The company provides end to end IT solutions ranging
from web development, mobile app development, custom software development, cloud
computing services and many more etc.

Bestowed with a large team of 500+ IT professionals who stay updated wth the latest
developments in the field, CIS has served over 2100 clients including businesses and agencies
located across 100+ countries in the world. The company boasts 16+ years of experience in the
field and therefore offer best-in-the-class solutions at best market prices. 

CIS aims to make IT solutions accessible to all the businesses ranging from start-ups to large
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enterprises. With this, it houses an extensive team of best web developers, software developers,
designers, etc. who can be hired for your individual projects and requirements. The company
has previously served across multifarious domains and therefore are experts at offering custom
solutions to businesses based on their individual requirements. The company is also knows as a
great employer.

CIS Notable Achievements

•	CMMI Level 3 Certified 

•	ISO 9001:2018 Certified 

•	Microsoft Gold Certified Partner 

•	Magento Silver Solution Partner 

•	Drupal Association Member 

•	Joomla Sponsor

•	Google Adwords partner

To know more about the company and its various service offerings, visit -
https://www.cisin.com/

Contact-
US/CA- +1-888-572-3991
SINGAPORE- +65-3158-0888	
UK/EU- +44-020-3318-0351	
SOUTH AFRICA- +27-87-550-9535
INDIA- +91-731-6664000

Email: info@cisin.com
Source: Cyber Infrastructure Pvt. Ltd.
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